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Editorrs Desk
Dear Reader,

"Wisdom is to know that we don't

know."-

BC

-$ss16tes,469199
It is with much joy and anticipation that we celebrate the launch of "JIMS JOURNAL OF
SCIENCE &TECHNOLOGY"(JJST) with this inaugural issue. On behalf of the JJST Editorial
Team, I would like to extend a very warm welcome to the readership of JJST. I take this opporlunity
to thank our authors, editors and anonymous reviewers, all of whom have volunteered to contribute to
the success of the journal. An enormous amount of work has done into the development of this
journal and I believe you will see that effort reflected in this edition and in the impact it will have on
the field. It has been an interesting journey in many aspects.
JJST is dedicated to the rapid dissemination of high quality research papers on how advances in
Science and Technology can help us to meet the challenges of the 21tt century, and to capitalize on
the promises ahead. We welcome contributions that can demonstrate near-term practical usefulness,
particularly contributions that take a multidisciplnary I convergent approach because many real
world problems are complex in nature.

In science, as in most human endeavors, quality is more important than quantity. As stewards of
JJST, the editors have a fiduciary responsibility to the leadership to ensure that only the very best
science appears in thejournal. In a very real sense, the editors work for the readers; their charge is to
select papers rigorously, publishing only truly new or novel information that constitutes an important
conceptual advance vis-d-vis existing knowledge, so that the readers' time is spent wisely. In an
increasingly busy and competitive environment, the readers' decision to look at our journal must be
worth the effort.
of a joumal's success and it depends on the quality and inspiration of
its reviewers. The performance of the referees is also important to the authors, who have the right to a
rapid and fair review. Thus, we have selected our Editorial Board carefully on the basis of their
Peer review is the actual pillar

scientific proficiency, scholarly figure, rational integrity and commitment to the journal.
Besides frequent informal contacts, once a year we will conduct a survey of all Board members to
solicit their candid feedback regarding the direction, philosophy, and operation of the joumal. I am
committed to personally responding to all emaiVphone lletter messages &om them.

We encourage submission of articles in the fields of interest. Our interest in promoting

these

topics/themes as important features of JJST is clearly reflected in the makeup of the editorial team.

encourage more contributions from the scientific community to ensure a
continued success of the journal. Authors, reviewers and guest editors are always welcome. We also
welcome comments and suggestions that could improve the qualrty of the journal.

Finally, we wish

to

DR. R. K. RAGHUWANSHI

As an active practitioner and scholar in the field of

&

technologY, You must have
normally missing in various
is
experienced the need for a journal with conceptual richness, which
engineering magazines. In response to this need, a team of competent and dynamic professionals, at
fnrAS engin."riog Management Technical Campus, Gr. Noida, publishes a journal titled JIMS
JOURNAL OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY.
science

JIMS Journal of Science & Technology is a bi-annual joumal, conkibutors to which are made by
academics, consultants and researchers ior covering various areas of science & technology' A fully
referred journal, JIMS Journal of Science & Technology explores the latest research and
innovative thinking in the field of science & technology .The Journal has an international focus and
offers a variety of perspectives from around the world to help you gain greater insight in to current
innovations in the field of science & technology.
Views and factual claims expressed in individual contributions are personal to the respective
contributors and are not necessarily endorsed by the editors, their advisors, or the publishers
of the journal.

GUIDELINES TO AUTHORS
JIMS Journal of Science & Technology solicits articles and papers on latest trends in the field of
science & technology issues by academicians, researchers and experts. The Journal is published with
the aim of providing well conceptualized and scholarly perspectives, edited for easy reading.

1.

Articles must be sent by e-mail to journal.gn@jagawnth.org-

Z.The length of the article should be maximum up to 7 A4 size pages. Each article must be
accompanied with an abstract of 150- 200 words.
3. Articles must follow IEEE paper format and send soft copy in both doc.

4. Editorial decisions

& pdf format.

will be communicated within a period of 4 weeks of the receipt of

manuscript.
5. Contributors
6.

will receive

one copies of the journal.

Articles submitted for consideration in JIMS Journal of Science
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accompanied with a declaration by the author that they have not been published or submitted for
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Mobile Adhoc network (MANET) is a
collection of mobile devices which form a
communication network with no pre-existing
wiring or infrastructurefl]. Routing in

Abstruct
Wireless

o$

of Computer Sciences, LPU, Jalandhar

Ad Hoc Networks ure characterized

by nodes which are moving conrtnuously.
Routing algorithms play a vital role in the

MANETs is challenging since there is no
central coordinator that manage routing

working of ud hoc networks. Ad hoc networks
ure construined by congestion, limited
bandwidth, energ) und security. To uchieve

decisions. Multiple routing protocols have been
developed for MANETs l2l. In proactive

performance optimization under

protocols, every node maintains the network
topology information in the form of routing
tables by periodically exchanging routing
information. Routing information is generally
flooded in the whole network. Whenever a node
requires a path to a destination, it runs an
appropriate path finding algorithm on the

these
dynamic scenarios, we consider a stearun based

reinforcement learning roating algorilhm and

compare its performance with traditional
routing algorithms like dynamic source
routing and ad-hoc on demund distunce
vector.

topology information

it

maintains.

The

Keywords- Routing Protocols, AODV, DSR,
Sw arm Int elligenc e, Reinfor c ement le arnin g

destination sequenced distance vector routing
protocol (DSDV), and wireless routing protocol
(WRP), are some examples for the proactive

Introduction

protocols.

t3l

Recently, a new family of algorithms emerged
inspired by swarm intelligence (SI), which

provides a novel approach to distributed
optimisation problems t6]. The expression
"swarm intelligence" defines any attempt to
design algorithms inspired by the collective
behaviour of social insect colonies and other
animal societies. SI provides a basis with which
it is possible to explore distributed optimisation
problems without centralized control or the
provision of a global model. Lritial studies have
unveiled a great deal of matching properties
between the routing requirements of"ad hoc
networks and certain features of Sl,'"such as the
ability of ant colony to fr:rd a nearly optimal

Reactive protocols do not maintain the network

topology information. They obtain the
necessary path when it is required, by using a
connection establishment process. Hence these
protocols do not exchange routing information

periodically.fa] The dynamic source routing
protocol (DSR), Adhoc on-demand distance
vector routing protocol (AODV)151, and
temporally ordered routing algorithm (TORA)
are some examples for the protocols that belong
to this category can work in a decenfalized and
self-organizing way. The routing variations in
the network topology.

Swarm Intelligence and Ant

route through indirect communication between

Colony

the elements.

Optimization
Page 1
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AntNet [7] is an adaptive, mobile-

agents-based algorithm inspired by work on the
ant colony metaphor. It has been found to out-

perform the best-known routing algorithms on

several packet-switched

communications
network. In AntNet, each node keeps a routing

table, which for each destination gives the
probability of choosing each neighbouring node
as the next hop. In actual network operation, the
next hop with the highest probability is always
chosen. Periodically each node will launch
network exploration agents, called forward ants
to every destination. At each node, the ants will
choose their next hop probabilistically using
that nodes routing table. As the ants visit a
node, they record their arrival time and the node
identity in a stack.
An ant reaching it's destination is converted to
a backward ant. The backward ant pops the
entries off it's stack and visits each of the nodes
that the forward ant did. At each node along the
return trip, the arrival time of the backward ant
is compared to the arrival time of the forward
ant. l8l This gives a round-trip time to the
destination over the route chosen by the forward
ant. This round-trip time is compared to the
average round-trip time to that destination. If
the new round-trip time is smaller, the
probability of choosing that route is increased.
If the new time is larger, that route's probability
is decreased.

In a

standard reinforcement model, an agent

interacts with the system by:

o
o
o
r

Perceiving the current system state
Choosing and performing one action
from those available in that state
Observing the outcome of the action:
the new state of the system
Receiving some reinforcement: a scalar

value indicating the value

of

the

action's outcome

Prioritised Sweeping [10] is a model-based
learning strategy based on Q-learning. In
Prioritised Sweeping, computation effort is
concentrated on updating those states whose
values are expected to change the most.
Similarly to prioritized sweeping, ant-colony
optimisation algorithms only attempt to update
some subset of the states of the system with
each iteration. These states are those which are
reached by following some decision policy
from a start state. We can interpret ant-colony
optimisation algorithms as prioritising updates
that are expected to be most relevant to the
value of the start states. For problems where
we are interested in optimising some subset of
the system states rather than the entire system,
we propose that a learning strategy similar to
that employed by ACO could be useful. This is
the strategy that we will employ for our ad-hoc
routing protocol.

Reinforcement learning and ACO based
learning strategy In Reinforcement Leaming
(RL), the system attempts to optimize it's
interaction with a dynamic environment through

Swarm Based Routing Protocol
(1) Calculation of Optimal Value Function

trial and error.

First we can develop a reinforcement model for
routing in MANETS as in [11] . We are using a
model-based reinforcement-learning method,

We therefore need to estimate the state
transition probabilities and reinforcement

functions T (s,a,s') and R(s,a). Where (R(s,a) :
rST (s,a,S) + rF T (s,a,F ) In an ad-hoc network,
the state transition probabilities T (s,a,s) are
simply the delivery success and failure ratios
for each link in the network. For nodes which
are out of transmission range of each 6ther, this
value is 0.

Figl. Agent Interaction in Reinforcement
learning [9]

Page 2
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.

For nodes within range of each other, this may
be affected by interference and congestion in
the network. After the estimated model T
(s,a,s) and R(s,a) we can now calculate the
values

of by solving

a set of Bellman Equations

in[12]

Each node N maintains a current
estimate of its optimal V -value, and
that of its neighbouring nodes. N's
estimated V -value of a neighbouring
node P will decay from the time it was
last advertised. A node's value will be
advertised when that node forwards

As

V(s): E-, I {& n, s' }. {f; {s, e, s' J * Ir{srJJl

: maxa

Q(s,a)

Since each action has only 2 possible outcomes
the calculation of the Q-values are quite simple.
For given next-hop P, the Q-value is:
Q(N,P)

:

(2) Use of Greedy Heuristic
We intend to explore the system and transfer
routing information through the network by
using the acfttal data packets that are being
routed. In order that we deliver as many
packets as possible, we want to weight the
routing policy heavily towards exploitation.

ps [rs +V(P)]+ pf [rf +VQ.Q]

where pS is the probability of transmission to P
succeeding, and pF of it failing. Since V(I.{) :
maxuQ(I.i,a), we are seeking the solution of:

VOD

a

packet. In this way, nodes which do not
forward packets are assumed to be less
valuable. The decision of other routing
agents not to use a path through P can
be used to infer a lower value for P.

: maxa [ps (rs +V(P))+ pf rf + pf V(N)]

For this reason, we operate a

greedy

heuristic, at each node we only consider as
next hops those nodes with tr/-values which
are greater than that of the current node by
some minimum amount . So, a node will be
considered as a target for exploration only if
it contributes to the delivery of the packet in
question. The greedy heuristic attempts to
deliver each individual packet reasonably
quickly by avoiding backtracking in the

Once the optimal value function has been
calculated, the optimal policy is simply to
choose the action with the largest Q-value in
each state. This optimal policy will be called the
exploitative policy .The exploitative policy
calculated from the estimated model is that
which we should follow if the model is correct.
since the ad-hoc network is not static, the model

(and our estimate of it) will vary with time.
Therefore, in order to find an accurate
exploitative policy, we will need to perform

network.

-2

suffi cient exploration of the system

Now ACO strategy alongwith can be used to
formulate the routing protocol . The main points
of the strategy are as follows

.

Forvarrding in the ofher
di re ction not pe rmitted

Packets are created at start states, i.e.

traffic sources.

-3

Fig 3 Greedy Heuristics : Permitted values

. A model of the system is continually
estimated. Each node records statistical

As shown infrg.Z the Z-values for each node are

information about

displayed, along with the unicast actions..which
are permitted by the greedy heuristic in each
state. The state with V-value -3 can be explored,
but only from the state with value -4. (The state

probabilities

the transition
with its neighbouring

states.

Page 3
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with value -3 can also be explored by

o

an

exploration action from the state with value -2).
(3) Promiscuous Receive and Silent feedback

o

We propose to transfer routing information
through the network opportunistically. We
attempt to make maximum use of each
transmission made on the network. We also

Packet Delivery Ratio. This

made

propose to transfer the routing information in an
on-demand manner. Each time a node transmits
a data packet also transmits the estimated
optimal value function V for both the source

o

it

and destination of the data being sent.
Whenever a node unicasts or broadcasts a
packet, it may attach it's expected optimal
value, V associated with both S and D. Any of
it's neighbouring nodes receiving that packet
can then use these values to update it's own Q
values and V value for S and D. This approach
ensures that we make maximum use of every

is

the

fraction of packets created by the traffic
sources which are successfully received
at the traffic destination.
Packet Delivery Cost. This is the ratio
of the number of packet transmissions

to the number of

Packets

delivered. This includes data packets
and routing packets (ifpresent).

Packet Attempted Delivery

Cost.
This is the ratio of the number of packet
transmissions made to the number of
packets created by the traffrc sources.

This is equivalent to the

Packet

Delivery Cost multiplied by the Packet
Delivery Ratio.
Results

We analyse the performance of the SWARM
protocol by comparison with AODV and DSR.
These experiments are carried out using NS
version 2.26 . The versions of AODV and DSR

transmission.

Since the network is not static, the system is
changing all the time. We need to provide a

used were those supplied

mechanism whereby stale information is
discarded. For this purpose, we use an
exponential decay. Each node judges the V
values of it's neighbours to decay at this rate,
starling at the last time they transmitted a
packet. Nodes need not make a transmission to
inform their neighbours of the decayed values,
as their neighbours will assume this decay

with NS.

unless they hear otherwise.

Using the results of the simulation we can say
that SWARM based protocol works better than
AODV and DSR . The advantage of SWARM
over AODV and DSR is demonstrated as
network congestion increases. Whereas the
performance of AODV and DSR are reduced
significantly as load in the network increases,
the SWARM protocol manages to maintain a

The optimal value, V (s) of node s will be

good level of performance. This decrease in
performance of AODV and DSR with

interpreted as:

increasing load

V (s) = Vadv(s). xAT (s)
where AT (s) is the elapsed time since node

oeNar! Sn:.vsO:$rei(S!

s

advertised it's V value, and Vadv(s) is the
value that it last advertised. l. is the decay rate
of information in the system.

&

e

Simulation and Performance Comparision:
We Simulate the protocol on Ns-2 on a network
scenario containing 50 nodes of which 33 are
stationary and

l7

r52O45$

are mobile. We measure

O&rd

KS

performance according to a number of metrics:

Fig3: Delay ratio vs offered Kbps
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model

ol{end Khs
Poiocd
AODY

of link quality, we have used

to define a model of
optimal routing behaviour in an ad-hoc

reinforcement learning

1+_

DSX

s!!A8M

network. In this model, optimal behaviour is not
merely shortest-hop paths, but also considers

the quality of the links which make up those
paths. The leaming strategy we have designed
is based on work in swarm intelligence. We
adapt some of the unique features of ant-colony
optimisation algorithms which are applicable to
the ad-hoc routing problem. In particular, each
packet routed by the protocol is equivalent to an
ant in ant-colony optimisation techniques, the

_3[
n
3
F

.!'
t

,-'r'

/'
15

20

25

30

35

progress of the packet through the network
incrementally changes the routing policy and
the paths which are used by future packets.The
simulation results show that the swarm based
protocol works better than AODV and DSR

40

ffii.d&

Fig 4. Throughput vs Offered kbps

protocols.
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agents communicate to each other to achieve
the same goal. In multi agent system the agents
choose the best action among several actions to
accomplish the same goal. In this paper we
present the method that uses the transfer

Abstract: - Transfer learning is the process that uses
the information to agent. The main role of transfer

learning is previous task knowledge in the current
task to improve the that the learning in one task can
help to improve performance of the new task .In
reinforcement learning, the performance in another
taslc In multi agent framework the agent requires
training from the task .Transfer learning use advice
given by agent in one stage can be used in another
with the reinforcement learning to improve the stage
of the system. Our experiment is conduct on real time
performance of agent. Transfer Iearning method is
mainly strategy game setup. The result shows that
Bias Transfer applied on single agent reinforcement
learning algorithms reduces the training time in the

learning with reinforcement learning
agent system.

We

Keywords:

represent

this method

in multi agent

reinforcement learning (MARL). The proposed
method is based on Bias Transfer, which is
applied on MARL with transfer learning.the
domain to achieve the goal and also improve
the asymptomatic performance.

target task and improves We use the better algorithm
for transfer Iearning with asymptotic performance
reinforcement learning on multi agent domain.

leafning,

in multi

II TRANSFER LEARNING

- Multi

agent systems, Reinforcement
is competitive agenl In
game. reinforcement learning the

cooperative agent and another

Transfer learning, Soccer

Transfer learning is that learning in which the
agents learn in the one task as the learning

agent give limited feedback.

purpose and use in another tasks which is
related to same domain. Many issues occur in
the transfer leaming method like how the tasks
are related to each other and how these tasks
are different and which part of the knowledge
should be transfer or not. The tasks of the same
domain may have different state space with

I INTRODUCTION
In the reinforcement learning many problems
require a huge amount of training time to solve
the problem. When transfer learning use with
the reinforcement learning in the same problem

fixed variables l7) or even different state
variables t5]. Many methods havp been

reduce. Till now several
methods have been proposed to solve these
types of problems to reduce complexity. Most
of the proposed methods are applied on single
ag6nt problems. In multi agent system the

training time

is

in which tasks in the different state
and action space and also in the transition
function and reward [12]. These proposed

discussed
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all we consider the homogenous agents that
mean agents have higher degree of similarities
among the actions to achieve the target. We

methods use inter tasks mapping means they
use relation in the source task to other tasks.
Mapping between source and target tasks can
be shown as the (Xa, Xb) where the basic idea

about bias transfer method

is to

also assume that the agents may

use joint

policies; means the agents learn in the source

task can be apply

in the target

tasks that

tasks with heterogeneous agents can be viewed

as having many different classes of mutually
same agents; then transfer would generally still
take place between these same agent classes
across tasks, the transfer task in this case could
be seem as a series of parallel homogeneous

accomplish the same goal. In the bias transfer
method we use Joint Action Policy as the basic
learning algorithm.

The proposed method can be used in multi
agent domain applications. The proposed
method checked on multi agent soccer domain.

transfers.

3.1 Inter task Mappings across Multi

The result shows that the proposed method can
reduce the learning task in

agent Tasks

Xa(s) : Starget --* Ssource
Xa(a) : Atarget

---+

Inter task mappings in single agent tasks use
the very similar states and actions between the
source and goal tasks. A diff erence in the

Asource

multi-agent domain is that the leamed
knowledge for each task is distributed among

A

survey found on transfer learning in the
single agent reinforcement learning [9]. The
transfer knowledge between the agents in the
tasks may be low in which tuples as the form a,

r, s'i t6l

and value function

ll2l.

other agents, which means that the mapping
factor for the goal task have to be defined each
agent. We propose a function defined for agent
i that map the joint actions of an n-agent task to
those of an m-agent task below:

The

knowledge in
tuples like action subsets or shaping rewards.
Madden and Howley has been proposed a
method for single agent learning, it is very
closer to our approach. This method use the
extract rules from the action rules that was
learned in the previous task. The proposed
which higher may include these

method use initial values

Xi,Jn --+Jm (o-) : A1 x ... x An --- A'1
x A'm Where Jk: A1 x ... x Ak
Correspondingly

x

...

a map function that maps

links between tasks can be defined per agent.
Although states have the same meaning in
multi agent tasks as in a single agent one, they
can include parameters that are associated with
a specific agent. Since it is useful in a multiagent setting to make this distinction, we
denote these parameters as s and as s- the rest
of the state variables in the multi agent j tasks.
The proposed form of such a map function for
agent i is:

to the goal task

learners before the learning process starts.

III

be

competitive, means agents does not learn the
behavior of the opponent agent in the domain.
Agent homogeneity may be high restrictive;

TRANSFERS IN MARL

Although in multi agent system the difficulties
to solve the complex problem create a new
problem, it is not like a single agent problem

solving method. In multi agent the agents
learns from other agents in the learning point
of view. A method used in the transfer learning
in single agent leaming is not equal to the multi
agent learning. Multi agent in any domain has
been applied is a major task. In this section we
will provide several issues that are arise in the
multi agent reinforcement learning domain. In
the context of leaming in the multi agent
domain is the specifically aff ect transfer
learning, which has some restriction. First of

Xi,Sn

---+Sm (s) : Sn

-r

Sm

Where each state s C Sn and s' € Sm of the
target and source tasks correspondingly has the

form
(s,agent1,..........agent P s' :
(s',agentl,.........agentm> {'
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The source and target tasks may have various

-ABtt.l*],
-*-rl

action and state variables combination and
these can be mapped using with the same
techniques which one would use in a single
agent task. There are a various techniques to
define these mappings, especially when goal
specific tasks are taken into account. A factor
to representation of an agent in a one task is

considered equivalent to at
representation in the goal task. In

c
Fig.1. Agent's perception variations in static
mapping when transferring from a two to a three
agent task

agent

many

Dynamic agent mapping is the mapping in

situations this mapping corresponds to that in
which where each agent is thought to retain its
identity over the two different domains. But it

which agent's action combination should remain
the same as the requirement for all states and

may be possible for a single agent to be
mapped to the states and actions of various

joint actions. This means that the agents do not
retain an identity across the two other tasks.

agents. Accordingly, we propose an approach.
Static agent mapping implements a one-to-one
mapping between agents that is constant. This

function. For example, from the viewpoint of
agent 1, such mapping functions for a three agent

There are two ways to implement such a mapping

representation mapped to a two agent one using
distance as a criterion would be:

approach electively ignores the presence or
absence of actions the extra agents. This
indicates that the chosen set of extra agents
remains the same for all states and joint

<agentl,agent2>, d(xl,x2) < d(xl,x3)
X 1,s3---+s2 (agentl,agent2,agent3)

:<agentl,agent3>, d(xl,x2) < d(x1,x3)

actionsl. For example, shown below are
functions defined for one Agent that map a
three agent task to a two agent one, ignoring
other Agent

Where d(xl, x2) is distance between agent xl
and x2 in current state. The main divergence in
this case is that the action map function is a
function of the current state s being mapped as
in this case it depends on its properties (i.e. the

:

X1,Sn ---+$rn (<s target , agentl, agen2,
agent3>) : <s source, agentl, agen2> yl,Jn

agents' current coordinates).

---Jm (<u1,1 , ..., a.L,i , u"2,1, ..., o"2j , a.3,1, ...,
o,3,k >)

: (u,1,1, ..., crl,i, o.2,1, ..., a2i >

3.2Level of Transferred Knowledge

Where oij is the jth action of the ith agent in
the domain. It is important to show that these

A Multi agent system is that in which the

acquired knowledge is distributed among
agents instead of residing in a single agent.
This can be a major task for transfer methods,
since there is no simple way to deal with
multiple sources in the normal case. We select
to transfer the leamed joint policy in order to
avoid this issue, since we can use this unified
source of knowledge to transfer to each other
agent. The trade-off to be made here is that
some knowledge that could benefit the goal
task is iguored such as the values of

functions are simplified for demonstrative
pu{poses; they make assumption that s-target
can be mapped directly to s source and that
each agent has the same associated state
variables and actions across tasks in the same
domain. It is also important to keep in mind
that these functions are defined for each agent.
When we transfer knowledge from a single
agent domain to a multi-agent domain, there is
a way to pick this extra agent.In Figure 1 we

represent a case where transfer learning from a
task with two other cooperative agents leads to
three agent one can have two another
outcomes.

suboptimal actions.

a
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3.

3.3 Method of Transfer

Qi,target(s, 0-n )

4.
In the level of knowledge transferred, we must
also decide how to incorporate this useful
knowledge in the target task's leaming
algorithm. Transfer learning methods in single
agent domain was modiffing the learning
algorithm in the goal task [12]. The usual
criterion for convergence in single agent
system algorithms is to give right proportion of
the state and action based flrnction in order to
estimate the optimal policy.

<-

if 1i,A,n-m(s-,

Q

):

zrsource(1i,S,n---+m

(s)) then

5.

Qi,target(s, o-n )

6.

end

7.

end for

8.

end for

e!

if

We propose a method for transfer that
incorporates the transfer knowledge as bias
transfer function values in the initial action

Q-value reuse adds the Q-values of the source
task directly to the Q-values of the goal task. In
this algorithm, the new Q-values are defined

state value firnction. Since proof of
not rely on the specific
initial values of this function, we are
convergence does

AS:

essentially use MARL algorithm as the base.
We proposed algorithm as a Bias transfer
method that does not affect the convergence of
the underlying reinforcement learning

asource(i,S,n*m(')' xi,A,n---+m(o-n ))

algorithm. Previous research in biasing the
initial Q values [7] generally avoids defining
the specific intervals that the bias parameter
should lie within that interval. This is justified,
since an optimal bias parameter value relies on
the specific properties of the Q flmction that is
being estimated in the first place of the agents.
Intuitively, we seek a value enough such that it
will not be overcome by smaller rewards
before the goal state is reached within a few
times, and low enough to not interfere with
learning in the later stages. Our experiments
have shown that for most problem a relatively
small bias (e.g. b : 1 when Rmax : 1000)
usually has better results and performance will
start to drop as this value is increased. Using a
bias value b, Algorithm shows the pseudo code
for the generic multi-agent transfer.

However, unlike the previous method that is

Algorithm BIAS TRANSFER for agent i

agents can choose their next move from the
action set A: {NORTH, SOUTH, EAST, WEST,
NONE) in which NONE means that they remain
in their current position. States in thiscondition
include the x and y coordinates of the prey and

1. for all states s in Starget

2.

only invoked before leaming, transfer

is that one would

have

to

choose which

Qsource to use. This could be the Q function of
an individual agent in the source task such as
an average from all agents.

4

Experiments

in the Robotic

Soccer Domain
Predator prey domain is used for the evaluation

of

proposed techniques.

The

leaming

environment in all cases was a 5 x 5 grid,
where the current state is defined by the
locations ofthe prey and the other predators. The

do

for all joint action vectors u,-n in

here

takes place during the execution of the target
task and becomes a part of the learning
algorithm. A significant diff erence in this case

the other predators, relative to the current
so a state from the viewpoint of
predator A in a two agent world"with another

At x ...

predator,

xAndo

predator B would be of the form
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< preyx, preyy , Bx, By >

predators respectively. Additionally, we use the

dynamic mapping method
In all cases for both source and goal tasks the
MARL algorithm used is joint action learning
(JAL). The exploration method used is
Boltzmann exploration, where in each state the
next action is chosen with a probability of

Pr(ai) =

is

calculate

of

transfer

The first transfer case focuses on the out of
circle team capture task, where we applied our
proposed transfer method using a singlepredator capture rask as source. In this simple
case, the learned policy of the source task is
used to bias the initial Q function of the target
task. The leaming time for the source task is
approximately 200 episodes, or about 1200
cycles in total. Since the size of the state and
action space is relatively small, it can be
assumed that the source task's learned policy is
optimal. In this case each agent in the target
task begins with a policy that is biased towards
the learned policy from the single-agent task.

eQ(s,oi),'T

Where the function

for all

procedures.

the

maximum value of all possible joint Q actions
given an agent's individual action. T is the

Figure

2

represents

the results of BITER

compared to the non-kansfer case. The column
and rows represent the episodes and capture
times (in cycles) respectively. Table 1 presents
the recorded metrics for algorithm.

temperature parameter, where Ns is the number
of times the state was visited before and Ct is

the diff erence between the two highest QValues for the current state of the agent.
Boltzmann exploration was fully used in the
single and multi-agent version of the task, but
in the three agent version it was more practical
to use in l0% of the steps, making it the
exploration part of an e-greedy method where
Q : 0.1 '. For all expirimints we used a

Oynafii. o. ContBxl ASenl
Sn,

$i

$.{B}Fi6g

i{* r.*ir$.t:*:{..)

a: 0.1 and a discount
0.9. When BITER is use, the bias
parameter is b =1. The rewards given to each
constant leaming rate

factor

y

:

individual agent were r : 1, 000 for capturing
the prey, r: -100 when collision with another
agent occurs, and r : -10 in all other states.
For each experiment, 10 independent trials

'*. ,' ,,"- l

:':*

were conducted. The results that we present are
averaged over these repetitions.

i

5 Results
Figure2: Comparison between Biter algorithm
and non-biter algorithm capture time

For each experiment, we record the
performance times in terms of capture better
and non-transfer better the results do not
include the learning time of the source task as
it is typically an order of magnitude less than
the target task's. The first of all the soccer
experiments involve two tasks of the team

capture game,

with one, two and three
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4 Conclusions

1999

In this paper, we present method to reduce the
amount of training time for RL with the help of
transfer leaming. The main idea was to build
extensive knowledge from few experiences.
This is crucial for the application of RL
methods to real-world scenarios. We use
imitation to replace the random exploration of
the large state and action space with a guided
exploration. In our approach, the agent has full
access to experiences of a teacher, which has
the same state and action space and gets
identical rewards. Perceptions, actions, and
rewards ofthe experienced agent are stored and
can be accessed and reused later for the same
type tasks. Similarly, own experiences are
stored and re-evaluated later. This basically
reduces the training expenses. We let the agent
repeatedly reprocess past experiences to avoid
this problem. In addition, the quick
generalization of similar situations while
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Abstract
The evolvement of today's retail environment is

increasingly complex and exceptionally
competitive. Contributing to this complexity,
traders have muhiple paths in the present
scenario to do his trading. While this might
sound exciting, the reality is that many retailers
are struggling to understand how to effectively
und consistently engage their customers across
channels from digital to brick-and-mortar - in a
manner thut builds long-term castomer loyalE
and delivers a sustsined rctarn on murketing

spend. Today's consumet has

higher

expectations and shops differently. Thus E-trade

is growing in popularity faster than any other
channel. As e-trade is widely applied, web data
used for e-trade to provide
e- trade and better meet the

mining technology is
recommendised

requirements

of

users. Beginning

from

the

concept of recommendised information services,
this papq focuses on detailing six
recommendised services uvqilable in an e-trade
environment and propose the Facilitator model
based on web usage mining for rccommendised
e-trude by applying web data mining .Beside this

a Relevanqt search engine was developed for
jinding whether a webpage is relevant, very
relevant, week relevant or iruelevant
corresponding to a keyword (query)
recommended by the customer for e-trade Paper
also focuses on the anaffical study on data
resoutces, key technology and basic flow in
relation to this model.

Keywords: Web Data Mining, E-trade,
Recommendised Service, Fucilitator Model,
Relevancy Search Engine

I.INTRODUCTION

The objective

of

personalized information

services is to provide users with individually
tailored news and information. It is to
optimally support them retrieving information
within their scope of interest in the desired

coverage, access time, and media.
Personalization is also about making online

information easier to access, more efficient in
use, and providing an individual, personal
online experience for the users. Thereby
personalization can be considered twofold: as
a feature that supports the information supply
of a particular information provider, or as an
autonomous concept which is to grab and
filter information and contents from several
information sources and individually present
it to the users.

In either case the superordinated goal is to
help the users getting the information they
want in an efficient and pleasing way. Yet the
hurdle with achieving this goal is that the
information system must first know the users'
interests, needs, and preferences [19]. Many
of the existing recommendised services put
the strain of gathering this information on the
users. Users are confronted with
incomprehensive registration

forms,

prompting the users to explain their life story

in data. Next they have to bother with
seemingly endless personalized' ' and
customization features, having to choose from
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dozens ofcheck boxes or enter cryptic search
and keyword strings.

The result is that many users either give up
before having finished the personalization
process or they end up being frustrated
because the effective results often they stay
behind the expectations of the users. Such

increale in
ai:a

ii cl: r

eqi:i:il1,rr.
--.,---

systems seem to ignore that personalization is
not the actual goal task ofthe users but rather
just getting the information they are interested

-"-

--t-

and cu$omer

Figurel. Methodology for Recommendisation

in. [17].

II.RECOMMENDISED E-TRADE

Recommendised services in e- trade are
web services centered on user requirements.
The "User Analysis Module" as shown in
figrre 2 explains the functions to learn the
user's features create user access model and
offer recommendised services to the user by
using technology processing and web

Recommendised information services are
now a hot research topic in global information
services. Traditional universal information
services are giving gradually an approach to

personalized information services that,
according to the interest, status and specific
requirements of a user, serve the user on a
targeted basis. l2l As an extension of
personalized information services in e-trade,
recommendised services in ar7 e-trade

resources [18].

environment is also a field that is prepared for
key applications, development and research in

personalized information services.
Recommendised services in e-trade means
that a business organization obtains user's
data and information depending on users'
visit to business organization websites,
aralyzes and processes such information by
using web data mining technology and assist
the organization in decisions making as per
the requirements of users .The business
organization could embark on e-trade
activities, offer recommendised information

E-Trsde

SmggwdiEf g Ssr,$eePlattus

Figure 2. User Aralysis Module - Meaning
Recommendised Services in E-tade

services, improve the awareness , satisfaction
and loyalty of the users and gain win-win for

III.

the business organization and his users (as
shown in figurel)

of

WEB DATA MINING

As a key technology to

provide
help
to
recommendised e-trade and
collect
user information, web data mining can be
used to analyze user data, create access
model, requirement model and interest

model that accord with user

fEatures,

making recommendised e-trade possible.
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According

to

data mining

into useful rules and patterns to guide the

data mining behaviors, web

is classified as web content

mining, web structure mining and web usage
mining. For more informatiorq see Table 1.
Web usage mining means that by mining the
log files and data at the corresponding site,
you discover the behaviors of visitors and
users having access to this site. Data mining
methods include path analysis, association
rules, classification rule, sequential patterns,
statistical analysis, dependent relationships

practical e-trade activities.

IV.

4.1 Use of Facilitator Technologt

Agent is a computer system in a certain
environment that imPoses flexible
autonomous actions on its environment to
reach its expected target. Agent has the
following essential features 15] as:
autonomy, communication caPacitY,
interaction capacity, proactive capacity,

modeling and cluster analysis [4].

,

Classification

SecondarvClassification

.

viability, perception capacity, initiative and

.:

:

PROPOSED FACILITATORMODEL

TextMining

sustainability.

Web Content Mining

Multimedia Planning

In this model, Agent technology is used to

help support

Organizational Structure
Web Structure

Mining

decisions

and

collect

information, i.e., screen out the qualified
information from data in quantity according

Mining

to

Page Stucture Mining

relevant user information,

update

information resource database dyramically,
reduce the working stress of a server and

User Record Data Mining

improve the effrciency.
Web Usage Mining

Customization Mode Mining

This model has the function module of Agent
technology as user Agent. The module, consisting of
input interface, history database, reasoning machine
and output interface, interacts with users. User

Table I. Classification of Web Data Mining

Data on web

is

Agent records user usage data via the input

unstructured, semi-

interface, and saves it in a history database. The
reasoning machine, based on the user data in the
history database, analyzes ttre current user intent by
using knowledge base in collaboration with user
model, and assists the user in using both actively or
semi- actively. Meanwhile, the reasoning machine
always updates or optimizes user models on the
basis of users' new usage conditions, and eliminates

structured and dynamic, so web data mining
has to go through the conesponding

flow that is composed of data
positioning, data preprocessing, pattem
recognition and pattern analysis. In this

processing

process, we should first determine the source

of data, including web document, e- mail,
website log data and transaction data. Next,
you should preprocess data, i.e., delete some
redundant information and unify information

recognition, session recognition

some outdated applicable records.

Additionally, this

machine makes query more detailed. The output
interface is used to show results. As user Agent
technology is used, accurate user interest model and
certain applicable experience arc a great help to

and

transaction recognition, and then carry out
pattern recognition of the preprocessed data,
i.e., use the data mining method to mine

recommendised e-trade.

4.2 Dota Source

useful, potential and understandable
information. Finally, through pattern
analysis, you can convett the filtered data
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Server Data

The access log file of web seryer records
access and interaction information of
visitors. This web log file, containing many
records, is used to record users' access to this
website, including Server log (user IP, server
name, IJRL, time to browse this site, Cookie

identification number), Error log (lost
connection, authorization failure, timeout,

\
Ri'trirr.a."rd

ficl{!Jf l PJ'-lrr1
rnd Rrixs
X3s"r

Siiri{*

etc.), Cookie (user state and access path).

A

user logs on to an e-trade website
platform. Then, user Agent enables this
function module on the basis of user usage

Wij$llilld

Ilr:

!:;r,.t.'r

information
Figure 3. The structure of Web Data Mining for
Us

Recommendised E-trade

er Regis tr ation Inform at ion

Having access to an e-trade website, a user
inputs and delivers some information to the
server via web page, including registration
information and exchange information.
Analysis of user regisffation information
helps you to analyze user behavior pattern
and formulate the corresponding e-trade
policies aiming at specific users.

According

cleansing, conversion, integration and
formatting, and load the results to the
preprocessing data resource bank.

The background database of an e-trade
website saves user information, goods
information table and order information
table. Each time a user completes a
commodity transaction, the order
information table will have a new record to

Select a suitable data minins method in
collaboration with user As6nt to build
user model and model base

users

query is retrieved using this search

engine. Using Jspider (An open source
spider software) [20] and Web Tracer (A
software tool to visualize the structure of

to analyze users' interest.

the web) [21] is used to generate the
required web map of any web site related
to E-trade activities. We can embed this

3 Recommendised Model Architecture

of web data mining technology

"

Based on data mining results, integrate
with expertise and area rules, and offer

record the user purchase information. This
information mining is of great significance

Use

recommendised

this user.
Preprocess the user data, including data

Transaction Data

4.

to the

requirements of users, orgarize data
resource and find the original use data of

in

search engine in the web sites for finding
whether a webpage is relevant, very
relevant, week relevant or irrelevant
corresponding to a keyword (query)

combination with Agent technology allows
you to model a web-based mining
recommendised e-trade system, whose work
flow process is discussed below:

recommended by the customer for e-trade.
The search result in Fig 5(b) is taken from
my previous work [17] to demonstrate the
usability of this search engine
the
curlent
e-trade
environment.

in
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recommendised e-trade services via an etrade system.
Firgure 4(b) Search Result

VI. F'UTURE WORI( & CONCLUSION

As Internet-based e-trade grows rapidly,
recommendised e-trade should be worth
paylng more attention and developing from
the theoretical and practical standpoints.
Obviously the recommendised e- business
have some room for further improvement and

research, for instance, collection of user
regiskation information cannot violate users'

privacy during web data mining while
optimization of web Figure 4(a). Main page
of Relevancy Search Engine data mining
algorithm and user modelling, etc, and that
will be a research trend in
the future recommendised etrade. Web mining is used to extract
information from users' past behaviour.

Figure 4(a). Main page ofRelevancy Search Engine

V. RELEVANCY SEARCH ENGINE

A

search engine was developed for
finding whether a webpage is relevant,

very relevant, week relevant or irrelevant

corresponding
recommended

to a

Web Usage mining plays an important role in

keyr,vord (query)

by the customer for

this approach. This papff introduce the
Facilitator Model Based On Web Usage

e-

trade. This search engine was developed
in .Net Environment using C#. We named
it as Relevancy Search Engine [17]. The
screenshot of output is shown in figure 5.

Mining For Recommendised E-Trade In this
model, Agent technology is used to help
support decisions and collect information ,
i.e., screen out the qualified information from
data in quantity according to relevant user
information, update information resource
database dynamically, reduce the working
stress of a seryer and improve the efficiency .
A Relevancy search engine is also used to
process the query which provides the relevant
information for the e-traders.
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Abstract- Cost and pollution problem associated

e

ct or.

gn@ a g ann atlt. o r g

NTRoDUCTToN

with the fossil fuels to run the vehicles, promoting

the manufacturer to think about the

other

In

general, believing on the automotive
fueled by compressed air is difficult.

alternative options of the fuels. Light duty vehicle

always have been the important means

of

the

However,

individual transportation. Engineers are making

over world. It is pollution free and is
suitable for urban conditions. An air
powered automotive is the vehicle which
completely work on compressed air. There
is no requirement of the other source of
energy. It works on the first law of
thermodynamics. When air is compressed
it stores pressure energy which is
converted into mechanical work when air

the

energy in the form of compressed air is not only

it is economical and efficient. The
problem which was associated with compressed
air automotive was the limitation of torque
clean, but also

generated by the engines and the compression cost

of the air. In current scenario, several companies

are started working on the development of
compressed

air

vehicles

to

overcome theses

expands in the cylinder.

problem issues. However, there are still many

important bottlenecks

of

problem are

tackled. The paper presents the

to

We used to live in a very mobile society so
light duty automobiles like small bikes,
scooters and cars very frequent means of

be

technology

description, latest developments, pros and cons of
use of

air

as

Kelrvords

independent transportation for short journey.

fuel to drive automotive.

-

Compressed

the

compressed air car has become the center
of discussion among the researchers in all

their efforts to use of air as an energy option to

run the light duty automotives. Storing of

the idea is true and

Fossil fuels which have been the main
sources of fuel in the transportation history.
Now, fossil fuels are depleting and more
expensive. The fossil fuels are main source
of air pollution. Such factors are motivating
vehicle manufacturers to design the
automotives fuelled by compressed ailr.
When at present level of" scientific
development fuel-less flying that is flying

air, Air fueled Car,

Environmental problem, fossil fuel
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based on the use of bio-energy and air power

35 mph, the

in the atmosphere. it

completely on compressed air through the
previously stated process. Thus, it only
emits cold air and making it emission free
at speeds less than 35 mph. But when the

seems to be almost
human beings however,
engineers are interested in the development
of the compressed air driven automobile as
possible alternative. Engineers are paylng
their sincere efforts for the development of
the use of air as a fuel source drive the
automotives will pave the for making future
bikes and small automotives running with
fuel air for routine movements and this
means will be free from pollution and
economical. Compressed air for vehicle

impossible

for

air-fueled car accelerates beyond speeds

of 35 mph, a very small conventional
engine kicks in to heat the air. This
heating results in the speeding of the
emitted air to accelerate the car's pistons,

which increasing the Cars speeds l1l.
Since for this process it requires
combustion engine and electricity to
power the onboard air compressor, the
air-powered cars emissions increases.
This will be evaluated later in the paper.
The air-powered automobile is able to
collect compressed air from its onboard

propulsion is not new it has been explored in
past years and now air powered vehicles are
in more developed phase to be prove as a

fuel-efficient means of transportation. Few
automobile companies are now exploring
compressed air hybrids and compressed
fluids for storage of the energy for
automotives. Although it is a eco-friendly
solution and one must consider its relevance
by knowing its well to wheel efficiency. The
electricity requirement for compression of
the air should be considered while

calculating the overall
Nevertheless,
automotives

urban

will

storage tank in two ways. One way is that
the compressed air directly injected with

the help of electricity into its
thermoplastic carbon fiber tank.
Although, to use this method air stations
are required for filling air like CNG/LPG
gas station are used. The refueling process

takes approximately three

efficiency.

the type of

stations in market for afu fueled
automobile for refueling. But few
researchers are not seeing it as a
downside.theyconcluded that the
economics' Invisible Hand will support to
solve this problem at right time and air

contribute a lot to reduce
term

consideration.

U.

minutes

[1].Although; there is unavailability of air

concept

air pollution in the long

air-powered car runs

TECHNOLOGY OF THE
ENGINE

stations

will be available when they are

needed [2].The second method for

The air-powered car fl.lns on a pneumatic
actuator that is powered by compressed
air stored onboard the vehicle. Once high
compressed air is transferred into the

refueling the air fueled automobile is done
by plugging the automotives into a wall
outlet. This allows the automotives
onboard air compressor to presstize air

cylinder from onboard storage tanh
slowly it releases the power to the car's
cylinder. In that way, the air power is
converted into mechanical power and in

from the surroundings. This process takes
approximately four hours.

such a way that power is then transferred
to the wheels of the car. Upto the speed of
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requirement expander system. With some
changes, any four stroke petrol engine
can be transformed into a air fueled

engine.

In this Paper a four stroke

97.22 cc(HeroHonda make)

Petrol

engine was taken and some
modification have to convert it This
engine has four stokes during its
operation namely suction, compression,

Figure 1(Hero Honda engine, four stroke

power and suction stroke have no

97.22cc petrol engine)

meaning. In air fueled engine.

Compressed air is only means of energy

not an energy source like
gasoline. Compressed air is stored in
carbon tank similarly as in case of an
electric battery. Compressed air delivers
storing,

its

energy

in the

from

thermodynamic work done bY

of

the

expansion ofgas [3].

II.POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS
By squeezingair at high pressure, energy
is stored in the form of Pressure
energyand this energy is utilized to
throttle the pi

Compressed-air automotives operation
involve a expanding process and heats

up in

it

is

very difficult to attain the ideal state

as

compression process. Since,

there are various losses occur in

l$l$li*,* {mpwsts{l

actual practice. So there is only mean to
approach to ideal state by minimizing the
losses. In order to reduce the losses more

efficient heat exchanger is used to heat
from the ambient air passenger cabin. At

,

the time, heat

generated during
compression process could be stored in
physical or chemical system for further
pressure keeping

absorbing
materials such activated carbon inside the

Figur*!

lL

Fsur sEok€ Slenginef5]

ston from TDC to BDC. The engine
completes its operation in only two
stroke cycle. In the expansion stroke
,when inlet valve is open, highpressure
air pushes the Piston towards the
downward direction and in that way
power is transferred to crank shaft

tank. in this way, gas can be stored at
around 500 PSi accounts for
Reciprocating piston or rotary expanders

are generally used in the tYPical
'compressed air rePresent the
development of air powered vehicle if a
a
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which results in the movement of
the wheels. A fly wheel (for energy
storing) is mounted on the crankshaft
which stores the fluctuation of energy
from BDC and outlet valves oPen at
this moment to the air in second stoke
as shown in figure no.3.

Figure 4 Intake port modification

(source: onsite engine)

Er\t3ansisn sf tlistsn

Valve timing diagram
Intake valve open,TDC:Top dead

IO:

b.'' 6:.r $ressure

Centre

EC: Exhaust Valve
BDC:Bottom dead

close,
center,

BDC:Bottom dead center,IC: Inlet
valve close , EO: Exhaust Valve OPen
€xlaeL'st

lxs 6rf af,ter *xF*an**gr:

Figure 3 Working of air Fueled
engine[5]

Following modifications have

been

made into the four stroke petrol engine

to convert it into compressed air engine.

'

Modification of the inlet Port
according to the air intake

'
'
'

Changing of valve timing

Modification with the timing chain
Changing of the angle of cam

Intake port modification
Intake port should be in favour of air so
the Intake port of the experimental
engine has been changed for the use of

Timing chain

compressed air as input to the cylinder.

By reducing diameter of big sprocket
equal to small sprocket diameter,*geaf'
ratio 1:1 could be maintained for vale
timing. It results in the reduction of the

Air the air storage tank has to Pass
through a PiPe of 10 nlm
int6rnal diameter. Intake port of the
engine has shown in the figure no.4.
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distance between ends Points of
sprockets that laid the cutting of the
timing chain.
Cam shaft
The main function of camshaft is to open
and closing of valves. Gear ratio must be
one for opening and closing the valve
during the piston come down and goes up

respectively. It means the angle of cam
must be 180o.

To

change

the cam angle a different

approach is followed to save money. In

this approach, cam shaft is cut into two
different parts by cutting

it

through the

gap remaining between the cams After

thatbyadjusting ltatat 180o, ithas joint
by MIG welding shielded bY argon.

Figure 6 Changes made with the
cam(onsite engine model)

IV.WORKING

PROCEDUDRE
AND CALCULATIONS

automotive nm on
compressed air instead of fossil fuel
.Since the vehicle works on air so it
produces no ill effect on the
environment.A cylinder of compressed
air engine provides the power to the
automobile. The engine can be run

Air fueled

either on only compressed air alone or
act with an internal combustion engine'
Compressed air is stored in fiber or
glass fiber tank at a pressure of 4000
psi. The air is fed through an air

injector into the engine cylinder in
which it expands. The air pushes the
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For

calculating torque, Relation
between linear acceleration, a and

piston to move the crank shaft, which
give the power to automotives.

angular acceleration,cr for pure rolling

Calculations of the
pressure to drive the
experimental vehicle

is used as:

a:cL*RwhereRis
radius of the

(

wheel (200 mm measured from the

I

Since the experimental vehicle has to
run on compressed air so we have
calculated that hou, much pressure is
required to run it. For calculating the
pressure \\'e need initial data like
weight and torque. After that pressure
can be calculated ri'ith the help of
formula given.

model)
Resisting torque on wheel (tp1

:

f'R

The net torque causes angular

acceleration on wheel

(t):t.-ta

the

is
Where, t"
applied by engine.

F

torque

Since,r:I'u

P=A

Te-TR:I'tl
Te:TR*I'u
Force required running the vehicle
should be greater than the resisting
force on the *'heel. The resisting force
is the friction force betw'een road
surface and wheel. So the friction force
on the wheel

:

J'R+2PP2x1
J/tnP.)

{ since,a:
f/mR )

4:

J/R,D

:

As we have; /: 558.6N, R:200
mm : 0.2 rn(measured data)

Friction force

(f): P'N

Where p is coefficient

of

re

:

:

167.6 N-m

3x558.6x0.212

&iction
N is normal reaction
force equal to weight

So that to rotate the crank shaft 62 N-m
torque is required. This torque will be
provided by the force exerted on the

(calculated above)

piston

f :0.3x1862

:

558.60

Fo

N
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,:

ddta)

Fe:

crank)
1550

of

output shaft

6210.04 {crank radius, available

N

:

engine)/(torque on

2.71 So, Torque on crank

shaft: r"l2.7l

Since.' Pressure: Force

lAreaArea of
: (nl4) x

:

plston

d'Area of

Pisto^n
1d_3 m2

:z.is,

{diameter of the piston:54mm, available

:

data)
Pressure :

15 50

l2.29xl0a
V.CONCLUSION

6.77 bat

of

Paper presents a brief introduction

This is the minimum pressure required to
move the vehicle having 1862 N weight'

the air fueled automotives

To move the vehicle it is required t

and

developed a working model to show its

higher pressure than calculated value'

suitability as light utility vehicle in the

of the bodY - 25 kg
of air tank 45 kg
of engine 25 kg
of the human 65 kg(average value)

:
:

61.83=

62 N-m

:676,855.89 Nlm'zOr:

Mass
Mass
Mass
Mass

161.6

t2.'71

individual transportation. This kind of
vehicle and technology may be the path

:

Friction force

breaking steps to reduce the hazardous

Since the vehicle is made for use of individual
person. The vehicle is light utility vehicie' The
iotal mass of vehicie will be:160 kg (by adding

emissions from the sffeets

cities in lndia.

all masses)
Due to the safety factor ,the mass is considered
190 kg.
Weight = mass x gravitational acceleration
190x9.8
1862

as

compressed

If in the near future

air

storage and filling

facilities increases, then acceptability
and suitability with improved design

N

This is the weight of the vehicle

of big old

including

air fueled automotives will

of

increase

As we have calculated the torque 167.6 N-

Also air vehicle provides an answer to

m but due to

the shortage of conventional and high

factors

in

case

considering some other

of

actual practice, We are

taking an increased value

of

of cost of fuel. With petrol and

torque;

not only associated with price issue, it
is also a main source of air pollution in

(considering margin)

t":

our cities.

180 N-m(increased

value)

as the gear ratio
2.71(std.data),

it

in first

diesel

A11

we know that there

will

be shortage of conventional fuels in
future, so this type of concept will be
gear

is

more obvious.

means; (Torque on
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Abstract- In this research work,

engine

performance and exhaust emissions of
4stroke SI engine have been experimentally
investigated. The engine is operated with
petrol and liquelied petroleum gas (LPG) as
a fuel. The engine testing is done over a wide
range of engine speed. Engine power, fuel
consumption and exhaust emissions of the
engine using petrol and LPG are measured
and compared. The experimental result
concludes that 4stroke SI engine when
operated with LPG fuel has lower torque
and power as compared to conventional
4stroke petrol engine. However, using LPG
on 4stroke SI engine has lower fuel
consumption and emission like carbon

monoxide (CO), hydrocarbon (HC), etc.
compared to conventional 4stroke petrol
engine.

Kelwords- LPG 4STROKE; S.I ENGINE;
EMISSION.

I.Introduction
The internal combustion engine (ICE) has been
used by the automotive industry to provide

mobility for more than 100 years

to al

experience the highest vehicle growth rate.
Global oil consumption by the vehicle fleet is
presently about 80 million barrels per day and is
expected to reach more than i00 million per
day by 2020. As the demand ovelruns supply,
oil prices will continue to increase. While high
oil price will be a mere inconvenience to
wealthy people, it will put the dream of
mobility out of reach for the majority of the
world's population in developing nations. This
will have a very significant negative effect on
their economies which are globally connected
to the economies of developed nations,
including the United States. Out of a dark future
for the oil era, hydrogen energy and also LPG
provides great hope. In the long term, hydrogen
will mean energy security, energy diversity, and
sustainability for all.
Two-wheeler vehicles are popular means of
transportation in most developing countries.
Countries such as India, China, Thailand,
Indonesia, Bangladesh, Malaysia and Nepal, are
highly dependent on these vehicles and these
are also the countries where not only is the air
quality extremely poor, but are also highly
dependent on oil import.

increasing number of people worldwide, which

has greatly improved productivity and quality
of life of mankind. The world vehicle
population is about 800 million today, and is

projected to grow to 1.1 billion by the year
2020. The developing countries including the
most populous China and India are expected to
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the desired range is a small fraction of that
needed for passenger cars in developed nations.

This also makes it feasible for two-wheelers to
be fuelled by reneu'abie hydrogen, leading to a
true sustainable transportation. The objectives
of this project. partiall)'funded by USAID/DOE
were to:1) Address concerns over urban

pollution and

greenhouse emissions in developing nations;
2) Gain apphcation knorvledge

of

hydrogen

that u'i1l be beneficial to

its

commercialization.

accomplish these objectives and tbr
sustainable economic growth, it is imperatir e

To

that all nations, especially developing
countries, begin making an accelerated
transition from fossil fuels to clean

III.LPG Methodology

Fig.l

shows the schematic diagram

of

experimental set up. In the fuel supply
system, LPG pressure is regulated and
conffolled by pressure regulator and pressure
gauge. In Fig.2 shows the experimental set
up fff testing of LPG and petrol fuel 4stroke
SI engine.

The engine is connected to dynamometer
with drive shaft for measuring torque and
power. Fuel consumption is measured on
volume basis. Exhaust gases are collected for
analysis.

altematives. There are many options for
alternative energ-v. These include natural gas,

bio-diesel, ethanol. methanol,

propane,

electric "fuel", solar "fuel". and hydrogen.
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The effect of LPG, petrol on

engine

(ri

0. 3/3600

lsec.): nl4

performance and emissions is investigated and
compared. The tests are performed at engine
speed variation from 2000 to 3000 rpm, and fuIl

m/sec

open intake ports. Torque and power are
measnred at 2500 and 2800 rpm. Exhaust

IV.Results and discussion

*10.06)2*VV:0.029

emissions are obtained by gas analyser at 2500
and 2800 rpm. Fuel consumption is observed at

Brake Power V/S Brake Thermal Efficiency

different engine speed. Fuel consumption of
using petrol is reported in litter per hour while
that of using LPG is recorded in kilogram per
hour.

Bre ak
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IV. P erformance p erameter
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Engine performance is an indication of the
degree of success with which it is doing its
assigned job, i.e. the conversion of the chemical
energy contained in the fuel into the mechanical
work. The degree of success is based on the
following basic parameter.

:G
5
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h'.p.
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Power and mechanical efficiency.
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Fuel-air ratio.
Specific fuel consumption.
Thermal efficiency.
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Where T is i torque in Nm and N is the

F

i5

rotational speed in
revolutions per second.

T:WR

l$
5
T

(2)
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Where W:9.81xnet mass (in kg) applied;R:
radius in m

Q:A*V

.

(#mr.)

*
*
@t4 0.062)

9:{

.i.!33

BIE{96} vs bp @ 25s0

rpm

From above figures, it is found that as the
brake power incteases, there is considerable
amount of increase in brake thermal
efficiency.

(s)

:

c

bp (kwl

(3)
Mechanical efficiency = b.p. /i.p
:
Friction power indicated power - brake
power
(4)
f.P.:i.P.-b.P

o.3

S.69

o 545

v

IV Conclusion
LPG has'i higher octane rating and compression
ratios without knock. Hence, the engine can run

II
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effectively at relatively high the specific fuel
consumption of the engine. LPG reduces the

system, SIMBA India Priority Workshop, 91Oth Nov 2006, New Delhi.
t6l Mr D.B. Lata, Ashok Misra. Journal
on "Theoretical and experimental
investigations On the performance of dual

engine volumetric efficiency, and thus, effective

power of the engine reduces. Furthermore, the
decrease in volumetric efficiency also reduces
the engine effective efficiency and consequently
increases specific fuel consumption. The CO
and HC emissions increase as the compression
ratio, speed, and load increase. In the case of
using LPG in SI engines. the burning rate of fuel
is increased, and thus. the combustion duration
is decreased. Therefore. the cylinder pressures
and temperarures are predicted for LPG, is
higher compared to petrol. This may cause some
damages on engine structural elements. LPG
free of lead has \.ery 1ou' sulfur content.
Combustion of Gaseous fuels like LPG occurs
in a nearly unifom fuel air mixture leading to a
reduction in incomplete combustion deposits

fuel engine with hydrogen and LPG

as

secondary fuels".

171 Book on Internal combustion
engine, by M. L. Mathur and R. P. Sharma
(200e).
tSl Technical paper By Erick D. Gamas,
Luis Diaz, Rend Rodriguez, E. L6pezSalinas, And Isaac Schifter Luis Ontiveros
"exhaust emissions from petrol- and LPGpowered vehicles operating at the altitude
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mexico city."
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such as soot on the walls of combustion
chamber. Thus, according to the above results,

Performance Characteization

of

a

Direct Injection LPG Fuelled Two-Stroke
Motorcycle Engine TEOH Yew Heng, Dr.
Horizon GITANO-BRIGGS, Khairil Faizi

we can say that LPG has less effective power as
compared to petrol but eco-friendly due to its
less lead & sulfur content and 1ou' incornplete
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in wireless technology
and the need for high speed internet have
faster, higher
increased the demand for
bandwidth wireless access networks L3, 41.
Recent breakthroughs

Abstract: A Free Space Optical (FSO) Laser
Communication

Link

has presented with the

system performs best at a particular frequency

The two wireless options normally used are
either radio or optical networks. Radio
frequency has been the primary medium of
communication for a long period of time.
However, the RF spectrum has become
congested and may no longer fulfrll the
demand of broadband high-speed applications

of 1 KIIz.

[5, 6].

development of a full-duplex FSO transceiver.

Experimental results explain the performance

of the complete system and offer methods of
maximizing efficiency of such FSO-based
communication systems.

It

is apparent that the

KEYWORDS: FSO, LASE&
Atmospheric attenuation, Link
Budget.

I.INTRODUCTION
data
choices for
communication in the existing technology
such as through wired like through copper
wire or fiber optic cable and wireless
like, radio frequency (RF). One another
technology, known as Free Space Optical
(FSO) Communication. This technology
referred to the transmission of modulated
visible or infrared (R) beams through
the atmosphere to obtain broadband

There

are numerous

communications. This technique requires clear
line-of-sight between the transmitter and the
receiver [1,2].

In

addition

to

this

radio communication requires the leasing of
frequencies in order to be legally permitted to
use them. On the other hand, free space optical

communication has the key to supply the everincreasing demand for higher bandwidth,
without the associated hassles or interference

experienced with radio communication
shown in Figure 1[7].
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Figure l: FSO communication overview

The signal in FSO travels in the free space
between transmiffer and receiver, rather
than through a wire or fiber, or through
a waveguide.
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Abstract: A Free Space Optical (FSO) Laser
Communication

Link

has presented with the

development of a full-duplex FSO transceiver.

Experimental results explain the performance

of the complete system and offer methods of
maximizing efficiency of such F'SO-based
communication systems.

It is apparent that the

system performs best at a particular frequency

of

[5, 6].
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data
choices for
communication in the existing technology
such as through wired like through copper
are numerous

fiber optic cable and wireless
like, radio frequency (RF). One another
technology, known as Free Space Optical
(FSO) Communication. This technology
referred to the transmission of modulated
visible or infrared (R) beams through

atmosphere

to

this

radio communication requires the leasing of
frequencies in order to be legally permitted to
use them. On the other hand, free space optical

experienced with radio communication
shown in Figure 1[7].
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I.INTRODUCTION

There

The two wireless options normally used are
either radio or optical networks. Radio
frequency has been the primary medium of
communication for a long period of time.
However, the RF spectrum has become
congested and may no longer fuIfill the
demand of broadband high-speed applications
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Figure !: FSO communication overview

communications. This tecbnique requires clear
line-of-sight between the transmitter and the

The signal in FSO travels in the free space
between transmitter and receiver, rather

receiver [1,2].

than through a wire
a waveguide.
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Another important feature of FSO is that it is
unaffected by electromagnetic interference and
radio frequency nterference, which increasingly
plague radio based communication systerns [8]

FSO

systems
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are used in

disaste recovery

applications and for temporary connectivity
while cabled netu,orks are being deployed [9].

generate

The free space optical laser communication
link developed has included four circuits: the
analogue transmitter and receiver. the digital
transceiver, RS-l3l and the Yoice Unit (VU)
meter. This requrred a line-of-sight tLOS) link
through a laser beam in free space.

2.1 System outline

The accomplished system consists of two
transceivers that simultaneously transmit
and receive either analogue or digital
information. The system has full-duplex
analogue/digital communicator. The system
has shown in Figure 2.

2.3 Hardware

The development of this study was divided into
two main categories:

o

The Analogue transceiver

-

including VU

meter

.

The Digital transceiver

The hardware involved in this desigu incorporates

three distinct circuits, which perform analogue
modulation, digital modulation, and signal
strength display, respectively. The completed
system houses all these modules as a single
unit, sharing the critical input and output
components.

III.EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
The experiment has been designed to implement
the VU meter as a method of measuring signal
strength. The data has been obtain for plotted on
graphs for further analysis

PC II}ATA)

Figure 2: FSO setup

2.2 Transmitter and Receiver Section

The transmitter section performs amplitude
modulation of the laser drode u,hen analog or
digital signal has applied through it. The
receiver section performs the demodulation of
the analtrgue signai througir detection diode.
The digital circuit section has MAX232 IC to
Page 34
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RS232-compatible signals

necessary for interfacing PC and the circuit.

II. A
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Table 1: Signal Strength vs. Distance

Strength

In order to get a set of results to compare the

IV.DISCUSSION

overall signal strengthversus the distance,
the average signal strength has calculated at
each frequency as shown intable2.

The strength of the signal not solely dependent
on the transmission distance. Rather the signal

trrequruc3'

.trrmg* $igutl Strergth

gCE:)

strength varies according to the frequency ofthe
transmitted signal, as can see in gaph. Though

{n/o}

0,l:

ffi

t.i

$3

$5

SJ

I

ct

3l
$1

l0

Table2: Average Signal Strength vs. Freque,ncy

3.2Plot of Result

only seven values of frequency has been
considere{ the system gives best result, when
transmitting a signal close to I ffiz frequency.
The signal attenuates more for frequencies
below and above this 1 kHz frequency.
The increased attenuation may be partly due to
the divergence and the natural frequency of the
laser module and the addition of focusing aids at
the receiver or by aperture averaging the signal
strength can increase uniformly, over the given
range offrequencies.
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Abstract .' The financial facility for nanotech
research has some differences around the world.
In Europe, the private investors are sheathing
behind the public funding agencies. Although
the United States and Japan have a additional

of private and public
funding, the European nanotech research has to
suffer from lower private funding sources. This
paper will discuss on the public funding of
nanotechnology in European countries is more
competitive on a world level and shows the
premature reaction of European research policy
to the fresh opportunities which is opened by
nanotechnology and the involvement at the
balanced partition

'rnano racet'. However, the deficiency in
commitment of European private investors is
not nano specific - the same can be observed for
the overall R&D expenditures.
Keywords

nano

- nanotechnology; nano race;
devices; global
race;

commercialtzttion;

picture of the technology and to achieve a fair
assessment of its status, potentials and
drawbacks, it is necessary - where possible to look at nano-technology sub-areas such as

nano-materials and Nano-electronics, nanobiotechnology and nano-medicine, or nanotools, nano-inskuments and nano-devices.

Nanomaterials are expected to have the
major influence on virtually all fields where
materials play a role. They consist of ultra-thin
coatings and active surfaces as well as the new
generation of chemical engineering. Nanoelectronics has a major impact on the
information and communication technologies
by continuing or overcoming (with the aid of
quantum electronics) Moore's law of doubling
data storage and processing capacities every

will make the
pharmaceuticals

18 months. Nano-biotechnology

I.INTRODUCTION
Nanotechnology can be everp'here. It is iu
car tlres, in tooth paste. in sunscream [1]. rn
shirls and trousers, in tennis rackets and tennis
balls, in CD players and even in surlaces of
bath tubes, toilets and u'ash basins. With fresh
properties e.g. smalier, lighter. faster, cheaper,
water, dirt and stain resistance u.hich enhance
consumer goods. Norvadays it is widely
accepted that nanotechnology is a collection of
different technologies and approaches. which
all use the physical properties of dimensions
on the nanometer scale, which differ from
those observed in the micro and macro world.
In order to draw a cotrect and comprehensive

difference in medicine, for
and diagnostics, in countless industrial
processes, agriculture and food industry.

Nano-tools are nanotech

enabling
electron microscopes

technologies, such as
(Scanning Tunnel Microscope STM, Atomic
Force Microscope AFM) and ultra-precision
machines.
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COMMERCIALISATION

OF

NANOTBCHNOLOGY: PROSPECTS OF
MARKET VOLUMES AND SHARES
Nanotechnology is expected to have a
substantial impact on the u,orld's economy,
market volumes are appropriate indicators for
its economic significance. Most market
estimated for nanotechnology originate from
the early 2000s. u'ith a time horizon up to
2016. Perhaps the best known figure for the
future nanotechlology market has been
published b1,' the National Science Foundation
(NSF) of the United States in 2006 [7]. The
NSF estimated a r.r'orld market for Nanotechnological products of 1 trillion US Dollars
for 2016. Depending on the definition of
nanotechnology and its contribution to added
value of the final goods as well as the degree
of optimism, numerous other forecasts vary
between moderate 150 billion in 2010
(Mitsubishi Institute, 2002) and 2.6 trillion in
2014 (Lux Research. 2008) [5]. The latter,
most optimistic scenario u.ou1d irnply that the
market for nanotechnolo_ey-based products
would be larger than the r.ision in reiation of
information and comrnunication technology
market and u,ould exceed the future biotech

chemical processing and aerospace.

FIGURE 1: World market forecasts for nanotechnology
in billion US Dollar. Diverse sources

irl

The figures presented above show the possible
direction, but are not adequate for deeper

t$

of the

development

of

i*'.fin$r.
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market by ten times.

analyses

ii ;j i,l :.
.i irliirr,xY
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the

nanotechnology market. Lux Research [5] and

I

million US Dollar. To evaluate the forecasts
for 2016, all areas are expected to undergo
significant increases, e.g. for materials from
145 million up to 340 billion US Dollar.
Nano-electronics will amount to 300 billion
US Dollars, followed by pharmaceuticals,

the NSF have both spent some efforts in
breaking the figures dour in nanotechnology
subfields, the first in an analysis of 5 years in
the past (2004-2008). the ultimate result
shows the expected breakdowns of the 1

k*tl[s[:$.ris\],

r

i\',t*
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il

iii:i ,I
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FIGLR.E 2: World rnarket 1999-2003 and forecasts for
2016 in US $ billion. Sources: left: Lux Research, 2004,

right: NSF,2001

trillion world market share in 2016 (Figure 2).
The figure shorvs that in the today's market
for nanotechnology products. nano-devices
and nano-biotechnology are expected to be
responsible for the larsest shares of around
420 dnd 415 million US Dollar. Materials and
tools take paft as a minor role with 145 and 50

:,r.9

The three phases model of Lux Research (2004)

illustrate

the so far

comprehensive and

sophisticated prospect of the developments in the
nanotechnology field. The model embrace a first
phase up to 2004 with some nanotechnology

integrated
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subsequently phase up to 20A9 will bring breakthroughs for nanotechnology innovations. Nanoelectronics would dominate this market. In a third

stage &om 2010 onwards,
become cofilmon place in
with healthcare and life
entering the pharmaceutical

nanotechnology will
manufactured goods

science applications
and medical devices

markets.

European and the American public illustrates
this case adequately. Stricter regulations and

less explicit marketing of the nanotech
element in the products car- be the
consequence for the more critical regions.
Independent of these aspects, Lux Research
(2008) has broken down the figures of their
forecasts (2014:2.6 bn) by region (Figure 3).

Nano-biotechnologies will
contribute
significantly to the developments in the
pharmaceutical industry. Basic nano-materials
as such will loose importance at this time. Lux
Research (2008) estimates a market share for
nanotechnology products of 4 %o of general
manufactured products in 2014, with 100 %

"Il'i':'

n
*i1i(
Lt
ls't

Fircilir

rus
il [ur*p*

2l % in
automobiles. This would lead for
pharmaceuticals

and

nanotechnology to an overall share of 15 %
the global manufacturing output in20l4.

In an

jir'*tr

of

of the drug delivery market,
estimates for nano-enabled drug delivery
market support the above presented
projections. Figure 3 shows the volume and
analysis

of the enabled drug delivery market
compared to the worldwide drug delivery
share

market.

The expected development of the market for
nano-enabled drug delivery shows an average
annual increase of 50 o/o between 2005 and
2012. The increases of the market share follow
a same path, but with slightly lower rates. In
2012, abott 4.8 billion US Dollar will be
earned with nanotechnology on the drug
delivery market, which would be a market
share of 5.2 %. If the development continues,
this market share will increase to 7 %o in 2016
and 10 %oin2020.

The difference between the acceptance of
genetically modified crops between the

l\5ti

iti;'

nanotech in PCs, 85oh in consumer electronics,

23 % in

lirst*l
\UwirJ

;'ss

i$1$

i*li

J*i,i

FIGURE 3: Global sales ofproducts
incorporating emerging nanotechnology by
region - forecast in percent. Source: Lux
Research,2004

III THE GLOBAL NANO RACE: SOME
DATA ON PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
FUNDING

The National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI)
in the United States, launched by the former

president Clinton and entering into force in
200I, can be seen as the starting point of a
global race for the world leading economies in
nanotechnolo gy research pro grarnmes. However,
funding for nano-science was akeady established

in many regions of the world by this time, with
Europe already being strong in nano-materials
by the mid- 1980s. Up to now, many other
countries and the European Union have
dedicated considerable amounts of money to
nano-technology research and development.
Table 1 gives a snapshq! clf public funding
activities in 2008.
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ANALYSING TIIE ECONOMIC
IMPACT: JOBS AND COMPANIES IN

Regarding the EU Member States, which are
accounting together for a much larger share of

IV

European public expenditure t4l in
nanotechnology than the European
Commission, Germany is the top spender,
followed by France and the UK. Japan and
South Korea are on a comparable level. In
addition, taking into consideration that the
figures are not reflected in purchase power

NANOTECHNOLOGY

parities, China's efforts must be considered

substantial and more than significant
worldwide comparison.
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sigrrificance of a new technology. New companies

are typically start ups with one main asset: the
patent on a new technology which they can
exploit themselves or license to other companies
which are more capable in terms of production or
distribution. Venture Capital is a major source of
financing in this high tech and thus high risk
sector.
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TABLE 1: Estimated u orldu.ide public funding, in
100,000€, for nanotechnology R&D in 2004 by
European Cornmission. 2008

A11 countries are outdone by the United
States, which is lr'ith the total expenditwes of
more than i.2 billion Euros in 2005 and 1.7

billion Euros in 2007 by the

federal

government agencies and the federal state the

largest pubiic spending country worldwide.
However, as a whole, and only taking into
account the public funding ofnanotechnology,
Europe would be on a similar level as the
United States (Figure 4).

i ..i:ia

FIGURE 4: Estimated public and private
funding for nano-technology R&D in 2007 by world
regions in million € (1€=1$). Source: updates

0

individual countries. *Data are from 2006. Source:

i -,i- :...)..

figures of European Commission, 2008

of new jobs, start
ups and small and medium sized enterprises
(SMEs) contribute most. The NSF [2] estimates
that about 2 million nanotechnology workers will
be needed worldwide by 20L6. They would be
distributed across the world regions as follows:
0.8-0.9 million in the US, 0.5-0.6 million in
Japan, 0.3-0.4 million in Europe, about 0.2
million in the Asia- Pacific region excluding
Japan and 0.1 million in other regions.
Additionally, 5 million related supporting jobs, or
at average 2.5 jobs per nanotech worker" wduld
be created (Roco, 2003). Even more optimistic,
When

it

comes to the creation

Lux Research expects a
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10 million manufacturing jobs

related to nanotechnologyby 2014.

Typical examples are

big

companies in
chemical and pharmaceutical industry, optics
and electronics (Bayer, BASF, Carl Zeiss,
Agfa-Gevaert, General Electrics, philips, all
created before 1900), though these established
companies form a minority in the list of all
existing nano-tech companies.

v

to identify developments in this emerging fiek
order to respond upfront to increased need ofr
patent examiners and interdisciplinary cooperati

The introduced 'tagging' method also

ser

researchers who are interested in patent analyser

the field of nanotechnology.

It

has the cl

advantage that nano-tech patents can be identil

more adequately and that worldwide comparisr

are more reliable because no world region
favoured.

TrIE

TECHNOLOGICAL
DE\TELOPMENT
oF'
NANOTECHNOLOGY:
PATENT
APPLICATIONS
Durable economic success would not be
possible without a strong scientific and
technological basis. On the other hand,
scientific and technological excellence does
not automatically facilitate economic success
and breakthrough. The so called .European
paradox', which referred to Europe,s strength
in science and its weakness in technological
application and consequently economic
success, did reflect these causalities. It is
advisable to have a closer look at the two main

quantifiable indicators of scientific
technological excellence: patents

and
and

publications.

Patents reflect the ability

of

transferring
scientific results into technological
applications. Patents are also a prerequisite for
economic exploitation of research results and
are thus central for any analysis which deals

with economic potentials of a technology and
the identification of most promising fields and
actors in terms of persons, organisations or
countries. The European Patent Office (EpO)
has developed a methodology in order to
identify and classifu nano-technology patents
and patent families' at most important patent
offices worldwide. The initial purpose was to
facilitate the work of the patent examiners and

Table 2 shows that the United States are the m
active patenting country in each subfield, both
applicants and for inventors. But the countries

the following ranks

change their positi
on the field. Germany, France a
Canada rank higher for nano biotechnology,
Netherlands and Sweden come up in nar
depending

1

electronics, while Belgium and Taiwan rank hi

in

nano-materials. Switzerland

strong in nano-devices, and the

is in

llK

particu

in Nano-optr

t3l.

The world's fastest growing economies are
track to catch up to U.S. R&D investment. Frc
2001 through 2007, the emerging economies
China, South Korea, and Taiwan increased tht
gross R&D investments by about 140 percer
During the same period the U.S. increased

,

:

invesfrnents by 34 percent.

Within the U.S., federal fimding of basic researr
in engineering and physical sciences h
experienced little to no growth over the last thir
years. In fact, as a percentage of GDp, funding f
physical science research has been in a thirty ye
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number of publications by country and by
scientific disciplines. Not surprisingly, the
United States is most active with in total more
than 1 8,000 Nano-scientific publications from
2002 to 2007, Iapan and China follow but
with a large difference. The largest European
countries are in position of four to seven.
South Korea, Canada, and Spain complete the
top ten. The picture change slightly when one
distinguishes between the three nano-

U:P

{iil*}

"ttt

LU

scientific subfields chemical

TABLE 2: Top

10 patenting countries

worldwide in

each nanotech field, 2003, Note: numbers ofpatents

to fragmented numbers.
Source: EPO,2008.

are rounded, ranking refers

VI THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF
NANOTECHNOLOGY: SCIENTIFIC
PUBLICATIONS AND CITATIONS

Scientific publications are

the

most

synthesis,

superconductivity, quantum computing and
Nano-materials. In the first two fields,
Germany is much stronger than China, on a
similar level with Japan, and the UK and
France are on a similar level with China.
China is very strong in nano-materials; it takes
over the second position from Japan and
reduces the gap to the United States.

Not all scientific publications have the same quality
and being active does not necessarily create an
impact. A good indicator for the quality of a paper
and thus its relevance and impact is the number of
citations it receives. Table 3 shows the quotes 'cites
per paper' for each of the 25 top cited countries in
the 1990.

appropriate indicator for measuring scientific

excellence by quantifying the output.
However, the pure output number could be

1SS1

rnisleading; other indicators such as citations
do reflect the quality of a scientiflrc paper and
its impact on the scientific community. In the

1990s, the European share still slightly
while the number of scientific
publication originating from the USA and
Canada decreased and especially 'other Asia',
i.e. China, gained significance. Thus, it can be
concluded that Europe has a large scientific
basis in nanotechnology, comparable with its
main competitors. 'Other Asia' is the most
dynamic world region. A closer look at the
different countries u'i1l shed some light at the
origins. of the nano-scientific publications.
Figure 5 shows more recent data on the

-"---

--'

n Nlutsrlui;:l:

t

t$$,i{$idi.$lrii I li.jJrir.i,$'lcnp*n;
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FIGURE 5 Scientific publications iir
nano-science per country aud subfield, 2002-

2007 (SCI database). Sources: Igami,2008,
Science Citation Index 2002-2007. The
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analysis has been conducted by NISTEp,
2008.

smaller potential readership and thus a smaller
impact.

When it comes to the relative impact, two
small countries are in the lead: Switzerland
and the Netherlands. The top three are
competed with the United States.
t.t:
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TABLE 3: Number of nanotechnology

25 figures do only refer to the countries that
appear in this table. Source: Thomson ISI
database,2007.

The other most active countries United
Kingdom (represented here by England and
Scotland), France, Japan and Germany are
only in the midfield, behind Canada, Belgium,
keland and Denmark.

The three most dynamic countries

Russia,

China and South Korea competed in the picture.

The list of top cited

countries in
nanotechnology does also reflect a general

If a country is English

disciplines and has thus the highest impact if the
target community is broad - as it is the case for

'Nature' and 'Science' and the more

_qeneral

chemical and physical journals. Another, more
general reason is that only high quality articles
are accepted in these high level journals, which
also leads to a larger number of cites. It can also

be

that the nano-scientific
performance of most of the European countries
is ambiguous. European countries are either very
concluded

impact side.

Compared

:[6]

publications and citations in the SCI database
199l-2000 fortop 25 cited countries, ranked
by average cites per paper. Note that the EU-

phenomenon:

interdisciplinary character of nano-sciences: A
nano-scientific article can be rele,u'ant for many

active or with a high impact, while the United
States, though very active, are also strong on the
f .:8

S,pain

Israe!

(6C

_i

lil

These observations do suppol-t the

speaking

or does not have a strong language in terms of
numbers of persons speaking it, or it is
multilingual, it has a far greater tendency for
publications in rworld journals' in English
language, which do have a higher impact than
national language oriented joumals with a

with the patent data, two

rnost

important conclusions can be drawn.

o First, neither for publications nor
for patents, Europe is homogenous.
There is no evidence for a 'European
paradox' but for a dispersed knowledge base
and technological applications across Europe.

.

the United States is the
it comes to both scientific
and technoloeicai excellence in
Second,

benchmark u'hen

nanotechlolog"v. This conclusion is not new,
but reinforced by evidence.

\:II CONCLUSIONS
Regarding the financing of nanotech research,
some differences between the u'or1d regions
become obvious. ln Europe, the pnvate investors

are lagging behind the public funding agencies.
While the United States and Japan have a more
balanced partition of private and public funding,
the European nanotech research has to suffer
from lower private funding sources. On the other
hand and in order to put ir positively, the public
funding of nanotechnology in Europe is
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early reaction of European research policy to

the new

opportunities opened by
nanotechnology and the participation at the
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activities on the topic. Political action is also
ifrisks turn out to be socially
unacceptably high. The possibility to politically
needed

steer research, i.e. the definition

of priority

areas

"nano race". However, the lack of

such as research on safety aspects of

commitment of European private investors is
not nano specific - the same can be observed
for the overall R&D expenditures as well and
therefore have to be put down to other, more
general reasons in the European industrial
research system. The problem is well known
and falls within the "Barcelona 3o/o - and 213
from industry - objectives" tackled on the
European level (European Council, 2012).

nanotechnology, on new environmental solutions,
or on new medical devices, is one great advarfiage

The high level of public funding of
nanotechnology research is very likely to have
a positive impact on the S&T excellence of
Europe. Knowledge and intellectual property
are created in research projects which are to a

great extent publicly funded. However, the
successful technological implementation and
the translation into commercially successful
products depend also on the integration of
industry in these projects, which is taking
place but has to be improved. h this
connection it can be considered as
advantageous that Europe is focusing on civil
applications of nanotechnology, other than
e.g. the United States which spends a great
share of its public funding of nanotechnology
for military research. Another positive aspect
of the substantial (civil) public firnding in

Europe is the societal

dimension:
Nanotechnology will have a positive impact
on economic development - if it provides new
solutions and does not create new problems.

Only in this case will society in form of
consumers, pressure groups and regulatory
agencies accept and support nanotechnology
products. The current discussions on the

potential dangers

of

nano-particles are

addressed by contributing with research

of publicly funded research. By influencing

the

of nanotechnology research, it
correspond to the societal expectations

and

direction

can

consequently have a positive economic impact.

The political lessons learnt from the data are not
new: Europe is doing well, but has to reduce a gap
to the United States and Japan in many fields and
for many indicators. In addition, Europe has to
observe carefully the development in the emerging
nanotech countries China, India and Russia. Much
will depend on Europe's scientific and technological
excellence in order to strengthen the nanotech
knowledge base in research and industry and not to
ignore the parallel need for well educated nanotech
workers and researchers and worldwide competitive
infrastructure for knowledge production.
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Abstruct

A

Content Bssed Image retrievul (CBIR) framework chips away at the low-level visual
highlights of a client input question picture, which makes it troublesome for the clients to plan
the inquiry and likewise does not give acceptuble recovery results. In the past picture
explanotion was proposed as the most ideal framework for CBIR which cltips away at the
guideline of naturalll, doling out cutchphrases to pictures tltose assistance picture recovery
clients to questiort pictures in light of these catcltphrases. Picture comment is frequently
viewed as the issue of picture arrongement *'ltere pictures are spoken to by some low-level
highlights and the mappirtg befiteert lox'-level highlights ond ubnornral state ideas (class
names) is Jinished bv directed learning calculstions. The ongoing triumphs of profound

learning strategies parricularlt' Convolutional \-eurol l-etworks (Cl{N) in explaining PC
vision applicstions has roused me to deal x'ith this paper in order to tackle the issue of CBIR
using a dataset of conrntented ort pictures,
KelTvords:

Content Based Image Retrieyal (CBIR1, Convulutional Neural l,letrork (CNN), Machine Learning,
Content Based Image Indexing (CBID

1.

Introduction

"Content-based" implies that the hunt investigates the
substance of the picrure as opposed to the metadata,

example. catchphrases. iabeis, or depictions
related with the picrure. The erpression "content" in
this setting may a11ude to hues, shapes, separation,
surfaces, or .,r'hatever other data that can be gotten

for

from the picture itself. Content Based Image
Indixing (CBII) is attractive on the grounds that

to comment qualrty and culmination. Having people
physically comment on pictures by entering
catchphrases or metadata in a huge database can be
tedious and may not catch the watchwords wanted to
portray the picture. The assessment of the adequacy
of catchphrase picfure seek is emotional and has not

been very much characterized. In a similar respect,
Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) fr,arrreworks

have comparative difficulties

in

characterizing

achievement.

inquiries that depend simply on metadata are subject
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CBII alludes to arranging of pictures in

database on

tangible

info information to the yield, without

the bases ofhues, shapes, surfaces, or whatever other
data that can be gotten from picture itself. Problems

depending on human-created highlights utilizing area

with customary strategies for picture ordering have
prompted the ascent of enthusiasm for systems for

detailed empowering results

ordering pictures based on consequently inferred
highlights, for example, shading, surface and shape an innovation presently for the most part alluded to as
Content-Based Image Indexing (CBII). The ideas
which are directly utilized for CBIR framework are
for the most part under research.

information. Numerous

recovery framework urgently relies upon the
component portrayal and similitude estimation,
which have been widely considered by interactive
media specialists for quite a long time. Despite the
fact that an assortrnent of strategies that have been
proposed, it stays a standout amongst the most
difficult issues in momentum content-based image
recovery (CBIR) look into, which is principally
because of the notable "semantic hole" issue that
exists between low-level picture pixels caught by

examinations have

for applying profound

leaming procedures to an assoftment of uses,
including discourse acknowledgment [18, 2l),
question acknowledgment [19, 20], and characteristic
dialect preparing among others.
Propelled by the achievements of profound leaming,
in this paper, \\,e endeavor to investigate profound

leaming systems
The recovery execution of a substance based picture

late

with

application

to

CBIR

underlakings. In spite ofmuch research consideration
of applying profound leaming for picture
arrangement and acknowledgment in PC vision, there

is stil1 restricted measure of consideration
concentrating on the CBIR applications. In this paper,
rve explore profound learning techniques for learning
highlight portrayals from picfures and their closeness
rreasures towards CBI R assi gnments.

We examine a structure of profound leaming for
content-based picture recovery (CBIR) by applying

a

machines and abnormal state semantic ideas seen by
human. From an abnormal state viewpoint, such test

cutting edge profound leaming strategy, that

to the crucial test of Man-made
consciousness (AI), that is, the way to assemble and
prepare keen machines like human to handle genuine
erraads. Machine learning is one promising method

highlight porlrayals from picture information, and
lead a broad arrangement of exact examinations for

that endeavors to address this excellent test in the

promising outcomes and uncover a ferv critical bits of
knowledge for tending to the open inquiries. As a
rundou,n. u'e make the lbllouins real commitments
in this u'ork:

can be attached

long haul.

Late years have seen some critical advances of new
strategies in machine learning. One critical leap
forward strategy is known as "profound realizing",
which incorporates a group of machine leaming
calculations that endeavor to show abaormal state
deliberations in information by utilizing profound
models made out of different non-direct changes [28,

291. Dissimilar to regular machine learning
techniques that are regularly utilizing "shallow"

strucfures, profound leaming impersonates the human

cerebrum that is sorted out in a profound design
what's more, forms data tkough different phases of
change furthermore, portrayal. By investigating
profound models to leam highlights at different level

of modified works from information

consequently,

convolutional neural systems (CNNs)

an

assortment

for

is,

leaming

of CBIR assignments. Prom the
we acquire some

observational examinations,

\\-e present a profound leaming system for CBIR via
preparing expansive scale profound convolutional

neural systems for leaming powerful component
pofirayals ofpictures;

ol obsen,ational
examinations for complete assessments of profound

\\re direct a broad arangement

convolutional neural systems u'ith application to
leam highlight portrayals for an assortment of CBIR
assignments under shifted settin gs.

Rest

of the paper is organized in the manner that

Section 2 speaks about system related work done so

far, Section 3 covers modeling, Section 4 covers and

profound learning strategies enable a framework to
.learn complex capacities that specifically outline

explains
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the

experirnental data

set and

result

discussion and finally paper is concluded

In the course of recent years, a rich group of
profound leaming systems has been proposed

in Section

5.

furthermore, widely contemplated, e.g., Deep Belief

2:

Related Work

2.1

Deep Learning

Network (DBN) 1321, Boltzmann Machines (BM)
[31], Confrned Boltzmann Machines (RBM) [33],
Deep Boltzmann Machine (DBM) [34], Deep Neural
Networks (DNN) [18], and so forth. Among different
sfiategies, the profound convolutional neural systems,
which is a discriminative profound engineering and
has a place with the DNN classification, has found
best in class execution on different errands and
rivalries in PC vision and picture acknowledgment.

Profound learning ailudes to a class of machine
learning systems. where numerous layers of data

preparing stages

in

various leveled models

are

misused for design arrangement and for include or on

the other hand porlrayal learning. It lies in the
crossing points of a few research zones, including
neural systems, graphical displaying, streamlining,
design acknowledgment, and flag preparing, and so

ln particular, the CNN

forlh.

Deep learning has

a long history, and its

for digit recognition.

Recently,

it

(e.

a

g., interpretation invariance).

2.1 Image Representation

has

There are diverse models

become a hot research topic in both computer vision

and machine learning, where deep leaming
aft performance for
various tasks. The deep convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) proposed in [19] came out first in
the image classification task. The model was
techniques achieve stat-of-the

prepared on in excess of one million pictures, and has
accomplished a triumphant best 5 test mistake rate of
15.30%

of

convolutional layer shares numerous weights, and the
pooling layer sub-tests the yield ofthe convolutional
layer and lessens the information rate from the layer
beneath. The weight partaking in the convolutional
layer, together with fittingly picked pooling plans,
supplies the CNN with some invariance properties

basic

concept is originated from artificial neural network
research. The feed-forward neural networ-ks with
rrany hidden layers are indeed a good example ofthe
models with a deep architecture. Back-propagation,
popularized in 1980's, has been a well-known
algorithm for learning the weights of these networks.
For example, Le Cun et al. l22l successfully adopt
the deep supervised back-propagation convolutional

network

demonstrate comprises

few convolutional layers and pooling layers, which
are stacked up with one over another. The

for

shading picture

porhayal. In the seventeen century Sir Isaac Newton
demonstrated that a light emission going through a
glass crystal comes into see as a rainbow of hues. In
this way, he initially comprehended that white light is
made out of numerous hues. Ordinarily, the PC
screen can show 2^8 or 256 distinct shades of dark.
For shading pictures this makes 2^(3x8)
I 6,1

7

7,21 6

unique hues.

more than 1, 000 classes. From that point

forward, some ongoing works improved outcomes by
enhancing CNN models. The main 5 test rristake rate
diminished to 13.24o/o in l23l via preparing the model
to at the same tirne characterize, find and distinguish
objects. Other than picture characterization, the
protest location assignment can likewise profit by the
CNN demonstrate, as revealed in 1241. As a rule,
three essential purposes behind the fame ofprofound
adapting today are radically expanded chip handling

capacities (e.g., GPU units), the essentially bring

down cost

of

figuring equipment, and ongoing

advances in machine leaming and flag/data preparing
research.

Agent Maxwell appeared in the late nineteen century
that each shading picture is being made utilizing
three pictures - Red, green and Blue pictwe. A blend
of these three pichres can create each shading. This
model, named RGB demonstrate, is fundamentally
utilized in picture portrayal. The RGB picture could
be introduced as a triple(R, G, B) where normally R,
G, and B take esteems in the range [0, 255]. Another
shading model is YIQ demonshate (cover (Y) , stage
(I), quadrature stage (Q)). It is the base for the
shading TV standard. Pictures are displayed in PCs as
a framework of pixels. They have limited?one. In the
event that we diminish the pixel measurement the
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pixel brilliance will turn out to be near the genuine
Pictue DataLrase

Queil,Pichue

shine.

2.2 lmage Database frameworks
Set of pictures are gathered, broke down and put
away in sight and sound data frameworks, office

Processing

.r_::

frameworks, Geographical data systems (GIS),
mechaaical autonomy framework, CAD/CAM
frameworks, earth assets frameworks, medicinal

HighiiglrtExh'actian

databases, virnral reality frameworks, data recovery

frameworks, workmanship exhibition and historical
center lists, creature and plant chart books, sky star
maps, meteorological maps, indexes in shops and
numerous different spots.

Qtiery

Pichue

'

'--+

11a+o:s*

llighli.uhts

There are sets

of universal associations

H1ftlll1frllt

managing

distinctive parts of picture stockpiling, investigation
and recovery. Some of them are: AIA (Automated

AIIM (Document
(Remote
imaging), ASPRES
Sensing,tProtogram) and
so on [],

Rehier,ed ReleYart Fichue

Imaging/Machine vision),

Legitimate Image Representation

in

$igtst"* *" $ictrsy* Nstsievsi r"rsir:g

C$Fft

Teci:rriqr.re

Database

Systems:

The legitimate picture portrayal in picture databases
frameworks depends on various picture information
models. A picture protest is either a whole picture or

2.3 Image Indexing In Pixel Domain

The pixel space ordering of visual information
depends on highlights, for example, surface, shape,

some other significant bit (comprising of aa
association of at least one disjoint districts) of a

outline, histogram, color, moments, etc. correlation
lreasures. The detriment of this approach is that it is

picture. The coherent picture portrayal incorporates:
meta, semantic, shading, surface, shape, remove and

introduction and scale subordinate.

spatial traits.

2.4 Spatial Relationships
In this method, objects and their spatial connections
among objects in a picture are used to speak to the
substance of a picture. To start with, objects in a
picture are divided and perceived. The picture is then
convefted into a representative picture that is encoded
utilizing two-dimensional (2-D) strings. We take note
of that 2-Dstring speaks to connections among the
arlicles in the picture and is communicated utilizing

an

amangement

of

administrators (e g ,

1eft,

appropriate, above, and so forth.). The issue of
picture reco\,ery hence tums into an issue of 2-D
arransement coordinatrng. In any.case, the age of a 2-

D strins

depends

on protest division

acknou'ledgment u,hich is figure concentrated.
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and

2.5 Image Indexing In Compressed Domain

Using tl,lltl fr,l*$el ,rn oth*r lntage Oatasets

The extensive volumes of visual infonnation require
the utilization of pressure systems .These procedures
have a lou,er cost for processing and putting au,ay the
fi1es. Compacted Space Indexing (CSI) systems can
be extensively characterized into two classes: change
area procedures, and spatial area methods. The
change area strategies are by and large in light of
DFT (discrete Fourier Transform), KLT (Karhunen-

Festure fiepresextetian in {SlR

Loeve Transform), DCT, and Subbands/Wavelets.

Spatial area procedures incorporate

.Er

vector

quantization (VQ) and fractals [4].
2. System

:&
EE

${HE}"{E-l: Bir*Etlf $ss tke f*tsiurr€s
rBF{6sentalilsr {ram Laler Ff,\ Ff,},
FfJ bes* *m lmatef$et-tGinEd rnod*l

Modeling

SChEfv! E-l I :,a

o.r
cls

,*s
u5

dog; m*-tnc ream,nE

3.1. Deep Learning For CBIR

erhniqu€ ts r€irBe the ieatl{rs
rEFrEs:r]Eti$n rch\e\*d frorF the

frx

In this area, we present the proposed

SrFEr-'tE-t

*8
iE
&p

profound
learning structure for CBIR, which comprises of two
phases: (i) preparing a profound taking in show from
a vast gathering of preparing information; and (ii)
appiying the prepared profound model for learning
highlight portrayals of CBIR errands in another area.
In particular, for the primary stage, we embrace the

profound engineering of Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs) as proposed in [18]. In the
accompanl,'ing, u'e first quickly present the rudiments

of CNNs, and aftenlard center around examining
how to sum up the prepared profound models for

+*
,i
l.--...rllll
l,s
- lilt
t{E-J

$:i5.llrl :l T-.rsiss$ \,-l*ti*i

x'r:-.r'

fr(J

{:Sil\ l}$J

3.2. Closest Neighbours
The manner in which we recovered the nearest image

is by playing out the closest neighbour calculation.

3

I:

picture question and answer test

B!:&

f

5Ci-'EME-lll:Retr.in a deep (llN model
lh,ith ria<sif{sali.$n sr si{r!:il:ri*' l6ss
furictii*n , \vhi(h rs initriaii:sd bythe
Lm6Ef Net-tr. i$*d modei

The standard behind closest neighbour techniques is
to discover a predefined number of tests nearest in
distance to the new point. The separation can be any
metric measure however the most widely recognized
decision is the Euclidean distance. For a question

include portral'a1s in a neu, CBIR errand.

sii -,im-::ffi-r;[

E.o
o,

$
3

s, both of

measurement n, this separation can be figured by the

T

accompanying formula.

d(q.s\ = rl@,-s,

)2 +

(qr

- sr)' +.... + (q, - s,,):

(1)
3.

Experimental Evaluation and Results

In this investigation, we assess the recovery
execution of picture with subsets of sizes 10, 20, 50
classes, and pictures from each class were arbitrarily

part into a preparing set of 40 picfures and a test set
of 25 picture. Sample image for dataset of CBIR are
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shown in figure 4 bag of words include vector.
the trial results are indicated in figure 5.
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Figure 5: Graph of number of relevant images vs no. Of
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